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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1. World Energy Outlook 2015: Presentation to Press (2015) 
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The start of a new energy era? 

 2015 has seen lower prices for all fossil fuels  

 Oil & gas could face second year of falling upstream investment in 2016 

 Coal prices remain at rock-bottom as demand slows in China 

 Signals turn green ahead of key Paris climate summit 

 Pledges of 150+ countries account for 90% of energy-related emissions 

 Renewables capacity additions at a record-high of 130 GW in 2014  

 Fossil-fuel subsidy reform, led by India & Indonesia, reduces the global  
subsidy bill below $500 billion in 2014 

 Multiple signs of change, but are they moving the energy system  
in the right direction? 
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Demand growth in Asia – the sequel 

By 2040, India’s energy demand closes in on that of the United States,  
even though demand per capita remains 40% below the world average 
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but – for oil & gas – the gains are offset by the move to more complex fields 

Policies spur innovation and tip the 
balance towards low-carbon 

Costs in 2040 for different energy sources/technologies, relative to 2014 
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A new balancing item in the oil market? 

Change in production (2015-2020) of US tight oil for a range of 2020 oil prices 

Tight oil has created more short-term supply flexibility, but there is no guarantee 
that the adjustment mechanism in oil markets will be smooth 
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If oil prices stay lower for much longer:  
what would it take, what would it mean? 

 Much more resilient non-OPEC supply & higher output from a stable 
Middle East could hold the oil price close to $50/bbl until the 2020s 

 Oil importers gain, each $1/bbl reduction is $15 billion off import bills; 
major window of opportunity to press ahead with subsidy reform  

 If lower prices persist for decades, reliance on Middle East oil gets back 
to 1970s levels; risk of a sharp market rebound if investment falls short 

 Lower prices could undercut essential policy support for the energy 
transition: weaker incentives mean 15% of efficiency savings are lost 

 Reduction in revenues to key producers & boost to global oil demand 
growth make a prolonged period of lower prices progressively less likely 
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Natural gas demand and supply in developing Asia 

The big opportunities & uncertainties 
for natural gas are in Asia 

Developing Asia accounts for almost half of the rise in global gas demand & 75% of 
the increase in imports, but gas faces strong competition from renewables & coal 
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Energy 
demand 

GDP 

A new chapter in China’s growth story 

Along with energy efficiency, structural shifts in China’s economy favouring 
expansion of services, mean less energy is required to generate economic growth 
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India moving to the centre  
of the world energy stage 

Change in demand for selected fuels, 2014-2040 

New infrastructure, an expanding middle class & 600 million new electricity 
consumers mean a large rise in the energy required to fuel India’s development 
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Power is leading the transformation 
of the energy system 

Global electricity generation by source 

Driven by continued policy support, renewables account for half of additional global 
generation, overtaking coal around 2030 to become the largest power source 
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Efficiency measures on the rise,  
but significant potential still exists 

Share of global mandatory efficiency regulation of final energy consumption 

Energy efficiency policies are introduced in more countries and sectors; 
they continue to slow demand growth but more can be done 
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The coverage of climate pledges  
is impressive 

Climate pledges for COP21 are consistent with a temperature rise of 2.7 °C, with 
investment needs of $13.5 trillion in low-carbon technologies & efficiency to 2030 

Pledges submitted 
Yet to submit pledges 
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Climate pledges decouple power sector 
emissions from electricity demand 

World electricity generation 

The share of low-carbon power generation grows to almost 45% in 2030 so that 
power emissions remain flat, while electricity demand grows by more than 40% 
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Conclusions 

 Low prices bring gains to consumers, but can also sow the seeds  
of future risks to energy security: no room for complacency 

 India’s energy needs are huge: there is a strong shared interest  
to support India’s push for clean & efficient technologies    

 China’s transition to a more diversified & much less energy-
intensive model for growth re-shapes energy markets 

 The energy transition is underway, but needs a strong signal from 
Paris: governments must ring-fence policies against market swings 

 With looming energy security & environmental challenges, 
international cooperation on energy has never been more vital 



Kapitel 2: Definition und Konstruktionen 

1. Definition der thermischen Turbomaschine 
2. Dampfanlage 
3. Dampfturbine 
4. Kompressor 
5. Gasturbine und Strahltriebwerk 
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Institute for 
Thermal Turbomaschinery 
and Machine Dynamics

Graz University of Technology
Erzherzog-Johann-University

Design of Thermal Turbomachinery - I
Lecture at the 

Department of Aerospace Engineering
Middle East Technical University

Ankara, April 2008

Wolfgang Sanz
Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dynamics

Graz University of Technology
Austria

Source: Dietzel Dampfturbinen STM 7, S. 45

Steam turbine design

20/25 MW Extraction-Condensation turbine, live steam 70 bar, 5250C, extraction pressure 2,6 bar,
Condensation pressure 0,032 bar
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Source: Dietzel Dampfturbinen STM 7, S. 45

Steam turbine design

Source: Dietzel Dampfturbinen STM 7, S. 45

Radial pump for 
bearing lubrication

Fast response bolt
closes steam supply
at over-speed

Linear guiding
to allow for heat 
expansion

Axial bearing
(Axial thrust balancing)

Labyrinth seals

Steam turbine design
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Source: Dietzel Dampfturbinen STM 7, S. 45

Live steam supply

Curtis stage
(control stage)

Thermo-elastic
support of stator
casing

Pipe for leakage flow
from labyrinth seals

Control valves

Shaft rotating device

Steam turbine design

Siemens N-type turbines are 
used for normal to medium live 
steam conditions (100 bars, 
500 °C). This type of turbine 
has a reaction-type design that 
has proven itself many times 
over. N-type turbines can be 
either condensing or
backpressure machines. The 
standard configuration allows 
up to two controlled extractions
and/or several uncontrolled 
extraction points. 

Siemens N-class steam turbine

Source: Siemens
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GE Unterlage Site 12 Ger 3582 e

Source: GE Steam turbines for STAG Combined Cycle PPlt GER3582e.pdf

Steam turbine design

Source: GE Steam turbines for STAG Combined Cycle PPlt GER3582e.pdf

Steam turbine design
High pressure turbine and two-flow condensation turbine
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1200 MW turbo set with 6-flow condensation turbine

Steam turbine in a nuclear plant

Source: Siemens

Voitsberg Steam Power Plant
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Last Stage of a Condensation Turbine

Basic Principle of a Gas Turbine

Pressure ratio: usually about 15, but up to 40 and more
Turbine inlet temperature (TIT): 900° - 1700°C
Turbine exit temperature (TET): 400° - 600°C
Power: 100 kW – 300 MW

Exhaust
gas

Power shaft

to generator

Compressor

Fuel

Air

Turbine

50 – 70 % of turbine power

Source: Heitmeir LN TU Graz
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(1) Compressor

Exit Casing

Bearing

(4) Middle Casing

(3) Inlet Casing

(7) Silo-Combustor

(8) Burner

(9) Transition Duct

(6) Stator Blade Carrier

(2) Turbine

(10) Bearing

(11) Coupling

Stationary Gas Turbine

Source: Siemens

Stationary Gas Turbine
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Kawasaki STIG M7A-91ST Gas Turbine

Source: Kawasaki

Radial Compressor

Source: Pfleiderer, Strömungsmaschinen, S 310



Kapitel 3: Auslegung von Turbomaschinen 

1. Was ist eine Turbomaschinenstufe? 
2. Aktion- vs. Reaktionsstufe und h-s-Diagramm 
3. Eindimensionale Auslegung 
4. Umfangsarbeit 
5. Kennwerte der Stufe, Reaktionsgrad 
6. Dreidimensionale Schaufelgeometrie 
7. Dampfturbinen-Beschaufelungen mit variablem Reaktionsgrad 
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Institute for 
Thermal Turbomaschinery 
and Machine Dynamics

Graz University of Technology
Erzherzog-Johann-University

Design of Thermal Turbomachinery - II
Lecture at the 

Department of Aerospace Engineering
Middle East Technical University

Ankara, April 2008

Wolfgang Sanz
Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dynamics

Graz University of Technology
Austria

From Thermodynamic Layout to a Turbine Cascade 

  614.6   6.11
  4.499   145.9

 2813.3   6.11
    4.5  178.97

 3362.5   6.11
     70     480

 3362.5   6.11
     70     480

 626.64   6.11
     82  147.58

Power       3.13 MW

Efficiency      16.83 %

Turbine Dh_is     669.68 kJ/kg

Steam cycle with back-pressure turbine (simplified):

mass[kg/s] h[kJ/kg]
p[bar] t[°C]
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Velocity Triangles of a Turbine Stage

Impulse stage Reaction stage
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Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Velocity Triangle

Source: Traupel

uwc ���
��
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Impulse Stage vs. Reaction Stage

Impulse Stage Reaction Stage
- Higher turning, thus lower efficiency - Better stator and rotor efficiency
- Higher enthalpy drop - Lower enthalpy drop
- Rotor pressure difference small - only full admission 

so partial admission possible
- Smaller leakage loss - Higher leakage loss

(sealing at smaller radius)
- Smaller axial thrust - Higher axial thrust, thus 

thrust balancing necessary
Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

h-s-Diagram of a Turbine Stage

Specific work:

Total enthalpy
ht0=ht1

Total 
enthalpy ht2

L U

2/c21

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Stator Layout

with a stator efficiency �‘

the absolute velocity c1 at stator exit can be obtained

Using the continuity at stator exit the axial velocity
component and thus the stator exit angle are obtained

for the isentropic expansion:‘

2/c21

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Rotor Layout

with a rotor efficiency �‘‘

the  relative velocity w2 at rotor exit can be obtained

Using the continuity at rotor exit the axial velocity
component and thus the flow angle are obtained

for the isentropic expansion:‘

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Specific Stage Work (Euler Equation) 

Axial flow at constant radius: Lu =  u �cu

High circumferential speed (large diameter, high rotational
speed) leads to high specific work!!!

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Layout for a compressor stage

Axial compressor

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Layout for a compressor stage

Radial compressor

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Efficiency Definition

Circumferential Efficiency, valid at mid section:

Circumferential efficiency without exit loss:

Circumferential efficiency with exit loss:

Isentropic circumferential efficiency:

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Inner Efficiency

Inner work:

Stator leakage loss

Rotor leakage loss

Wheel friction

Ventilation loss

with

Inner efficiency without exit loss:

Inner efficiency with exit loss:

Isentropic inner efficiency:

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Total Efficiency

�� Total efficiency

�i� Inner efficiency considering all stage losses

�l� Volumetric efficiency considering leakage losses of shaft

�m� Mechanical efficiency considering bearing friction, ...

Source: Bohl, Strömungsmaschinen 1, Seite 23

mli ���� ���
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Dimensionless Stage Parameters

Flow Coefficient is a dimensionless volume flow:

Load Coefficient is a dimensionless enthalpy drop:

In USA: 

c1=c2

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Degree of Reaction

Definition:

r = --------------------------------------------------------
Isentropic enthalpy drop in rotor

Isentropic stage enthalpy drop

Kinematic degree of reaction:
u1=u2

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Dimensionless Parameters and the Velocity Triangle

�uw

r=0 r=0.5

�
c u

=2
u

�su = 1
Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

Turbines of different degree of reaction

Source: Traupel 1 STM 140
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Compressor Cascade

Source: Traupel 1 STM 140

Source: Traupel 1 STM 140

Compressors of different degree of reaction
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From Thermodynamic Layout to a Turbine Cascade 

What is needed to design a stage?

• Stage enthalpy drop

• Rotational speed

• Mean diameter

• Degree of reaction

• Stator and Rotor efficiency

  614.6   6.11
  4.499   145.9

 2813.3   6.11
    4.5  178.97

 3362.5   6.11
     70     480

 3362.5   6.11
     70     480

 626.64   6.11
     82  147.58

mass[kg/s] h[kJ/kg]
p[bar] t[°C]

Power       3.13 MW

Efficiency      16.83 %

Turbine Dh_is     669.68 kJ/kg

Layout of a Stage Group

(axial outflow)

Generally: with

D … mean diameter n … rotational speed [rpm] u … circumferential velocity
V … volume flow � … nozzle angle l …  blade length
Di,a … inner/outer diameter

Limit for  short blades:

Limit for long blades:
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Number of Stages

Isentropic stage enthalpy drop:
2

2uhst 	�

Stage number z:

By varying the parameters r, 	
��, D/l and n for the first and last 
stage of a stage group feasible dimensions and stage number
can be found!

Layout of reaction stages

Assumption of stator and rotor efficiency then allows the layout 
of the velocity triangles!

Control stage:
20 % of turbine
enthalpy drop

13 reaction stages:
�h_is = 536 kJ/kg
V1 = 0.426 m3/s
V2 = 2.75 m3/s

Excel

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz
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Three-dimensional Blade Design

Until now the blade geometry was determined only for a 
representative mid section. 

But there are differences along the blade height:

• The circumferential velocities vary along the blade height.

• The radial balance between centrifugal and pressure forces
leads to a radial pressure distribution.

This leads to different velocity triangles along the blade height
and thus a twist of the 3D blade is necessary (except for very
small D/l ratios)

Constant Nozzle Angle Design

Starting point is the velocity triangle at mid section:

The same exit angle and 
thus the same blade 
geometry for all 
sections!

1. The cos� law gives the
absolute velocity c for all 
radial sections!

2. Circumferential
velocity u gives the
relative inlet velocities!

3. The constant specific
work at all radii gives the
relative outlet velocities!

4. u gives the absolute 
outlet velocities!

Only rotor blade is
twisted!
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Constant Nozzle Angle Design

Mass flow

Sp
ec

ifi
c

vo
lu

m
e

v

Kinematic degree
of reaction

Stator enthalpy drop

out     mid                     in 

Source: Jericha LN TU Graz

3D Flow through a Turbine Cascade

Turbine cascade with
cylindrical blades

Inlet flow

Outlet flow

Hub section Tip section

Mid section

Stream lines at 
different radial 
positions

3D flow through a steady turbine cascade (Stator), Gallus (1977)

Source: Gallus LN RWTH Aachen
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Secondary Flows

Secondary flow with tip leakage vortex

Casing Wall

Inlet flow

Passage vortex (casing)
Separating surface

Tip leakage vortex

Hub wall

Passage vortex (hub)Suction side leg of the
horse-shoe vortex

Secondary flow in turbines

Trailing edge 
vortex

Passage vortex

Corner vortex

Suction side

Corner vortex

side-wall flow

Hs … Suction side leg of the
horse-shoe vortex

Hp … Pressure side leg of the
horse-shoe vortex

Modern 3D Blade geometry

Where do the highest secondary losses occur?

Source: Fig. 6.1 STM 152 Japikse Introduction into Turbomachinery

Stacking of two-dimensional sections along radius
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Source: BWK 3/2005, Seite 58, Bild 3

Modern 3D Blade geometry

Source: BWK 3/2005, Seite 60, Bild 4

Meridian stream lines

Modern 3D Blade geometry

High mass 
flow density

Low mass 
flow density

Cylindrical 
stator blades

Bowed 
stator blades
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